Final Submissions: Three Files: Final Versions #3 and #4, Concluding Letter.

For your end-of-term submissions, include final versions of Essays 3 and 4. With your final versions, include a short evaluative letter (approx. 1 page) describing how you have seen your writing improve over the course of the term. (Obviously, you will want to comment explicitly on the revisions of Essays 3 and 4.) You may want to focus on such aspects of writing as: addressing a broader audience, writing engaging introductions, using the tools of fiction (e.g., dialogue, interior monologue, setting), organizing your essays, crafting compelling conclusions, and editing on the sentence level (e.g., for wordiness and repetition, etc.) What aspects of your writing do you want to continue to work on? Note: the final letter takes the place of two separate cover letters for the final versions of Essays 3 and 4.